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Between 1989, whenUkrainianwas proclaimed the sole “state language,”

and 2012, when Russian was established as a “regional” language, the language

question in Ukraine has generated periodic rounds of political contestation.

Language was a key factor accounting for regionally polarized electoral con-

tests in presidential and parliamentary elections between 1994 and 2012.

The swift repeal of the 2012 language law in February 2014, a day after the

Ukrainian parliament removed Viktor Yanukovych as president, has brought

the controversy to a new level, as the annexation of Crimea and the armed

insurrection-cum-Russian military intervention in the Donbas have been

presented as defensive measures protecting Russian speakers.

The cyclical nature of language conflict—when language grievances sud-

denly become salient on the political agenda, take a back seat, reacquire their

salience, and so forth—far from being unique to Ukraine, is in fact the norm in

political units where language acts as a marker of identity. Ukraine, however,

stands out as a case where an enduring political consensus has yet to occur over

the foundational aspects of language politics, namely, the political status of the

twomain languages fighting for public space (Ukrainian and Russian) and state

regulations aimed at providing incentives to use the socially disadvantaged

language (Ukrainian).The relatively low level of legal culture, or the weak state

of the rule of law in Ukraine, is an aggravating, yet probably not determinative,

factor in this long-term quest for political compromise.

Until 2012, a brittle political consensus was built around the symbolic pre-

eminence of Ukrainian (Ukrainian as the sole “state” language), state incentives

to use Ukrainian (strong in schools, but weak at work and in the media and

book publishing), and an acceptance of the informal oral predominance of

Russian in cities outside of western Ukraine, including in state institutions.

The 2012 law shattered the political equilibrium by removing state incentives

to learn and use Ukrainian.The persistent dominance of Russian in cities was

politically acceptable only as long as the state was perceived as promoting,

symbolically and in its policies, the development and ascendance of Ukrainian.
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In signaling that Russian speakers need not use Ukrainian at all, the 2012 law

overturned the core principle around which the 1989 Ukraine language law, or

for that matter most language laws around the world, are devised.

The 2014 vote to repeal the law was met by a hail of criticism, even though

the law’s core principles had been criticized by EU institutions and the repeal

simply meant a return to the pre-2012 consensus that de facto tolerated the

urban predominance of Russian. As it became clear that the measure was

unwise symbolically and in its political timing, Interim President Oleksandr

Turchynov exercised his veto, while in practice the controversial articles of

the law—such as a clause allowing provincial administrations to send official

documents to the central government in Russian—have certainly not been

implemented since. Russia couched the impact of these measures in the most

extreme terms, but, crucially, not in the language of rights. The narrative

that took hold in the Russian-controlled media and among local insurgents in

Donbas was not one of protection of language rights within a bilingual state,

but of physical protection against the illegitimacy of the very regime seen as

imposing these policies.

As events on the ground were to make clear in Crimea and Donbas, the

Ukrainian language came to symbolize the very state against which one needed

protection.What this meant in practice is that in the territories not controlled

by the Ukrainian state, there is virtually no public space left for the Ukrainian

language. Achieving a robust consensus over the foundations of language

politics and seeking a political settlement in Donbas have thus become two

separate tasks.

Armed combatants in Donbas and their Russian patrons have made it very

clear that they are seeking Russian linguistic hegemony in their “republics,” a

politically unsustainable demand in any “federal” or “decentralized” arrange-

ment in multilingual states. Elsewhere in Ukraine, including in the areas of

Donbas under Ukrainian control, the language situation is qualitatively differ-

ent and may have evolved in an unprecedented manner since Maidan.

The war in Donbas has potentially had a profound impact on the psychol-

ogy of language politics in Ukraine. An important shift may have occurred,

placing the language question on a different plane than the one that charac-

terized twenty years of cyclical contestation over the public use of languages.

To simplify a far more complex ethnolinguistic cartography, Ukraine can be

divided into three territorial groups: central and western Ukrainians speaking

Ukrainian, eastern and southern Ukrainians speaking Russian, and Russians

in eastern Ukraine speaking Russian. Going back to the 1920s, Ukrainian

“state-builders” have espoused the notion that Russian-speaking Ukrainians

are the products of imperial Russian and Soviet policies of “Russification” and

that a successful language policy shouldmake them, and their children, transfer

linguistically to Ukrainian as their language of preference.
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This stance was always resented by Russian-speaking eastern Ukrainians,

as it sent the signal that Ukrainian speakers were the “true” Ukrainians. To

compound the problem, the language estrangement made eastern Ukrainians

vote en masse for parties, and presidential candidates, professing a political

affinity with Russia. The polarized electoral results between 1994 and 2012

were grounded in polarized orientations towards Russian (language status)

and Russia (general foreign policy orientation of the Ukrainian state). This

fed the perception among western Ukrainians that eastern Ukrainians are

“pro-Russian,” which only comforted Ukrainian-language activists in their

determination to “de-Russify” Ukraine.

The war in Donbas, however, has produced a dramatic disengagement of

language from state loyalty. The Russian state and Russian nationalist move-

ments in eastern Ukraine, which raised their heads for the first time in Ukraine

after the fall of President Yanukovych, conceive of Russian speakers as onto-

logically loyal to Russia and its so-called RussianWorld (Russkii mir). In this

vision, as explicitly stated by President Putin in April 2014, half of Ukraine—the

entirety of eastern and southern Ukraine—does not thus legitimately belong to

Ukraine, since most easterners are Russian speakers. Maidan was presented

as a “coup d’état” and an assault on the Russkii mir that would lead to the

breakup of Ukraine.

The war in Donbas, however, upended these expectations. While the

Maidan demonstrations had provoked a certain malaise and a belief among a

plurality or majority in eastern and southern Ukraine that they were caused by

“nationalism” and western “political interests,” eliciting once again a regional

polarization in popular support, Russian military intervention pushed these

regions away from the Russian narrative. In opinion polls conducted in late

2014/early 2015, huge majorities in the east and south rejected the reality of

Russian military intervention, the principle of Russia intervening to protect

Russian speakers in Ukraine, the instauration of “federalism” in Ukraine,

and either the independence or the Russian annexation of Donbas. While

important regional variations could be observed in terms of supporting the

conduct of the war by Ukraine, the results were not polarized, since southern

Ukraine—which includes the key oblasts of Dnipropetrovsk and Odesa—was

divided on the question.

The involvement of easternUkrainians in thewar is tangible.The proportion

of soldiers, in regular formations or volunteer battalions, from eastern Ukraine

who have perished at the front fighting for Ukraine, even if proportionally

below their demographic weight, is significant. On the other hand, Ukrai-

nians from the core nationalist provinces of Galicia in the geographic west,

who were overrepresented on Maidan, are in fact not overrepresented at

the front. Armed combatants in Donbas, locals and from Russia, may claim

to defend the cultural world of Russia, but far from fighting what they see as
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culturally distant Ukrainian-speaking Galicians, a great many of the soldiers

that they are engaging are Russian speakers from their imagined “New Russia”

(Novorossiia). Moreover, most of the plethora of civic groups that have arisen

to assist wholly underfunded army units and volunteer battalions are from

the nearby eastern Ukrainian oblasts of Kharkiv, Dnipropetrovsk, and Odesa,

whose urban population is mostly Russian-speaking.

The irony of a war waged in the name of Russian speakers, and yet largely

conducted in Russian on both sides of the front line, may be lost on Donbas

combatants, but could have a long-term impact onUkrainian language politics.

Plainly stated, President Putin challenged the state loyalty of eastern Ukrai-

nians. Outside of core Donbas, at least in the areas outside of Kyiv’s control,

they responded by expressing their loyalty to Ukraine. Academic literature

since Ukrainian independence has presented eastern Ukrainians as ambivalent

about their identity, since they prefer to speak a language different from the

language associated with their nationality (and since they shied away from

voting for parties who see the Ukrainian language as a core component of

Ukrainian identity). The unprecedented violation by Russia of the territorial

integrity of Ukraine has dissipated the ambivalence: a significant majority of

eastern Ukrainians identify with the Ukrainian state.

A reconfiguration of the relationship between language and state loyalty

(“state-building”) has taken place. As post-Maidan developments are sug-

gesting, state loyalty does not correlate with the language that people prefer

to speak. It could, however, have more to do with their attitudes towards

the Ukrainian language. Eastern Ukrainians, outside of core Donbas, prefer

to speak Russian, but they are not antagonistic to Ukrainian—accepting to

send their children to Ukrainian schools, to have Ukrainian signs in their

towns, and to have Ukrainian predominate in central institutions of the state.

In core Donbas, however, as was the case in pre-Maidan Crimea, the attitude

to Ukrainian is different—to Ukrainian-language schools or public signs and

to the very notion that a central state in Kyiv should primarily function in

Ukrainian. Crimea and core Donbas are the two areas of Ukraine with the

greatest concentration of ethnic Russians.The correlation, however, should not

be confused with a causal factor. The argument is not that ethnic Russians in

Ukraine tend to be hostile to Ukrainian and disloyal to the state, but rather that

two different attitudes towards Ukrainian can be found in specific territories

of eastern and southern Ukraine.

The cleavage core Donbas/rest of eastern Ukraine is reminiscent of a his-

torical tension in late imperial Russia and the Soviet Union over the rela-

tionship between the Ukrainian language and state loyalty. “Little Russian”

activists in imperial Kiev championed their regional cultural distinctness, and

the uniqueness of the peasant vernacular, while Great Russian nationalists

interpreted demands for state support of Ukrainian as a threat to the integrity
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of the empire. The decrees banning the public use of Ukrainian in 1863 and

1876 reflected the latter view, while Little Russian officials on the ground were

favorable to the recognition of linguistic diversity. In the 1920s, Soviet officials

were torn between the Leninist dictum that Ukrainian peasants will identify

with the Soviet state if the state speaks to them in Ukrainian and the suspicion

that the promotion of Ukrainian by intellectuals could lead to “separatism.”

Themistrust grew in the late 1920s and culminated in Stalin’s assessment that

Ukrainian resistance to the extreme rigors of collectivization was the direct

result of linguistic indigenization (korenizatsiia)—the policy tomakeUkrainian

the language of the state. The punishment for this Ukrainian defiance was

the Holodomor. Afterwards, the public use of Ukrainian in the Soviet Union

followed state-imposed strictures, and demands questioning the supremacy of

Russian as the language of state organs were deemed “nationalist” and criminal.

SinceMaidan, the views promulgated by Russia andDonbas armed combat-

ants reinforce this imperial Russian nationalist/Stalinist historical notion that

the Ukrainian language symbolizes “separatism” and betrayal of the Russian

state. President Putin did not mince his words in his Crimea “Victory Speech”:

the instigators of a language policy infringing on Russian speakers are the

descendants of those who collaborated with Nazi Germany duringWorldWar

II.The association between the Ukrainian language and sedition is once again

ominously made. This uncompromising view of the direct link between the

Ukrainian language and Ukrainian “nationalism,” however, has not spread to

other areas of Russian-speaking eastern Ukraine. The historical analogy with

imperial Russia and the early Soviet era has been reversed.Whereas the Little

Russians and Soviet korenizatsiia officials conceived of regional distinctness

within a larger state using Russian as the central language, contemporary

Russian-speaking non–core Donbas eastern Ukrainians see themselves as

part of Ukraine. Times of troubles—the 1905 Revolution, the chaos of col-

lectivization—had decisively transformed central state ambivalence towards

Ukrainian to a hardline view leaving no autonomous space for Ukrainian.

The war in Donbas has had the contrary effect of affirming eastern Ukrainian

state identity. The challenge for Ukrainian lawmakers is to take advantage

of this new political landscape to devise a durable consensus over language

policy in Ukraine. The next section will examine the theoretical foundations

underpinning such a consensus.

The Three Factors of Language Contestation

There are three reasons as to why the status of languages and the regulation of

their public uses can bring political contestation.The first pertains to political

legitimacy, the second to the fluidity of language practices, and the third to
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an asymmetry in the social status of languages. Political legitimacy rests on

symbols. Language is a means of communication, but it is also imbued with

symbolic meaning. The power of ethnonationalism lies on the stance that

language can symbolize power. Decades after the German philosopher Johann

Gottfried Herder posited that the nation originates in spoken language, rather

than in a community historically linked to a state, nationalist entrepreneurs

began making the claim that the distinct vernacular of their imagined group

confers them rights ranging from language use protection to state indepen-

dence. States, or substate territorial units, co-opting this nationalist narrative,

promote the preeminent or exclusive use of the national language in public

domains as a symbol of what they see as their legitimate right to exist as a dis-

tinct political entity. In this vision, the state is identified with the “state-form-

ing” linguistically defined nation.

In Quebec, for instance, the legal status of French as the sole “official” lan-

guage is premised on the notion that French is “the distinct language of a

people that is in themajority French-speaking” and around which “that people

has articulated its identity.” In Ukraine, despite some constitutional ambiguity

in defining the nation in exclusive (ethnic) or inclusive (territorial) terms,

the Constitution, in making Ukrainian the sole “state language,” is implicitly

making the similar claim that the Ukrainian language symbolizes the “self” in

a stated right of self-determination originating from a “centuries-old history

of Ukrainian state-building.”The normative claim is linear: Ukraine is a state

because Ukrainians are a distinct nation, and Ukrainians are a distinct nation

because the language they speak is distinct.

This association between the Ukrainian language and territorial sover-

eignty, often couched in primordialist terms in public discourse, is contested,

as we saw, in Russia and in Donbas. The initiative to establish Russian as a

“regional” language originated in Donbas, which, until February 2014, was

the uncontested political home of the Party of Regions. Donbas residents

have consistently shown weak loyalty towards Ukraine. For instance, in an

August 2013 poll, at a time when Donetsk elites had been ruling in Kyiv for

nearly four years, a majority (57 percent) regretted the state independence

of Ukraine, twice the national average. On the other hand, in an April 2014

poll specifically conducted in the eastern and southern oblasts of Ukraine

(except Crimea), at the outset of an armed insurgency in Donbas, only close

to 30 percent of Donbas residents were in favor of a unification with Russia.

Behind this apparent contradiction lies a preference against separation, both

from Russia and Ukraine, an orientation epitomized by Belarus: formal sov-

ereignty, actual cultural and political unity with Russia. The notion that the

Ukrainian language symbolizes political rule in Ukraine clashes in Donbas

with the counter-notion that Russian symbolizes an affiliation to the Russian

cultural and political world (defined here as a space sharing the same political
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orientation). As a result, Donbas was the only region in eastern and southern

Ukraine where an overwhelmingly majority backed the option of Russian as

a “state” language.

The political saliency of language, however, is not limited to ethnonational

claims.This would assume that language, in seemingly “nonnationalist” cases,

can perform a purely communicative function, devoid of politically divisive

symbolism or obligations. Yet establishing the language of a state, whether de

facto or de jure, hardly results from neutral processes, notwithstanding the

fact that language practices are invariably presented as “natural” by propo-

nents of the linguistic status quo. The classic case is that of Revolutionary

France, which conceived of the “nation” in territorial terms, and yet over time

socialized its population, a great many of whom spoke provincial idioms, into

becoming French. French, the language of the Revolution, became the language

of the Republic.

In Revolutionary Russia, the identification of languages as symbolically

“counter-revolutionary,” and thereby “anti-Soviet,” took a decade to come to

the fore, while remaining cloaked by an official policy of multilingualism.The

Civil War experience had convinced Lenin that the psychological legacy of

“Great-Russian chauvinism” (the attitude of cultural superiority expressed by

Russians towards non-Russians) had first to be overcome for national feelings

to wither away. The use of national languages in government, the mobility

of national minority members in state and party organs, and the delineation

of internal administrative borders according to a language-based nationality

criteria were the three pillars of this policy known as indigenization (koreni-

zatsiia).

As stated above, faced with unprecedented resistance in 1932 Ukraine to the

project of rural dispossession known as collectivization, Stalin concluded that

Ukrainians were rebelling against Soviet power as a consequence of the decade-

long Soviet policy of supporting the use of the Ukrainian language. In this

view, korenizatsiia had made nationality members frame their understanding

of politics according to a national paradigm. The policy was terminated and

the Ukrainian cultural intelligentsia decimated. The ideological premise was

turned on its head: policies aimed at national equality were now deemed to

lead to “nationalism,” stigmatized as a counter-revolutionary act and a criminal

challenge to Soviet power.

The implications for the status of languages were far-reaching and remain

relevant to this day. The Soviet Union did not abolish the non-Russian school

and media system. Yet the use of non-Russian languages in public spheres

became part of a state choreography that excluded personal initiative. A

poet in an official cultural event was expected to make a speech in Ukrainian,

but replying in Ukrainian to a representative of state power speaking Russian

could now be seen as suspicious. The shift brought about a “folklorization” of
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non-Russian national identities. Ukrainian was relegated to the realms of tra-

ditional, peasant-based, cultures while the state functionedmostly in Russian.

It bears mentioning that the initiator of the 2012 language law, MP Vadym

Kolesnichenko, brought up this association of Ukrainian with the subversion of

established order, calling his Ukrainian-speaking opponents “national fascists,”

on the grounds that some celebrate the memory of the movements behind

the wartime Ukrainian insurgency in Western Ukraine—the Organization of

Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN) and the Ukrainian Insurgency Army (UPA).

The emotions behind the overturning of the 2012 law on the fateful post-

Maidan weekend, even if politically misguided, ran deep.

The second reason why languages generate political contestation is the

fluidity of language practices, arising from the fact that language identity is

socially constructed. Languages do not exist in a “state of nature.”They evolve,

in the modern era, from projects of standardization—in Gellnerian terms, the

process of constituting a high culture enabling speakers to think in abstract

terms—that result from political choice. The political recognition that a

“nation” is distinct from other nations is not based on an objective criteria of

language distinctness. It is rather a political claim.Making a language distinct,

through standardization, becomes a means to “prove” the claim.

A language identity is acquired when speakers of a language develop expec-

tations about the use of their language in public spheres. Such expectations can

arise from the first language learned, or from processes of horizontal linguistic

socialization. Internationalmigrants, as a rule, seek to have their children adopt

the socially dominant language of their new home. Intrastate migrants, in par-

ticular when individuals from the countrysidemove to the city, often follow the

same pattern, as when Flemish migrants to Brussels had their children adopt

French, or Ukrainian migrants to cities of eastern Ukraine adopted Russian.

The social construction of languages acquires a political dimension when

the language identity of individuals, and more specifically their expectations

about the public use of languages, clash with the demands of state officials or

civic activists. In Brussels, to the consternation of Flemish nationalists, Flemish

parents insisted on, and succeeded in, maintaining the freedom to choose the

language of instruction of their children, which for the great majority meant

sending them to French schools and making them “Francophones,” since

French was perceived as the language of mobility.

In the Soviet Union, the language of instruction in schools was initially

determined according to the “language of origin” of children. The principle

was overturned by a 1958 law which granted parents the right to choose the

primary language of instruction. The effect was the near disappearance of

Ukrainian-language schools in cities of eastern Ukraine, largely caused by a

perception that Ukrainian was socially useless, since urban state institutions

functioned in Russian. Language expectations became severed from the “lan-
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guage of origin.” A key trope in the Ukrainian nationalist narrative is that

the “Russification” of these urban eastern Ukrainians has been a historical

wrong that must be corrected by a state language policy that would satisfy the

preferences of native speakers. As we will see, the experience of the last twenty

years has shown that the growth of Ukrainian schools in eastern Ukraine has

not altered the preference of eastern Ukrainians for speaking Russian.

The third driver of political contestation over the use of languages is the

asymmetry in the social status of languages. In seeking to regulate the public

use of languages, states ascribe a political status to certain languages. The

language with the highest political status (variably called “state” or “official”)

is, in principle, the language of state symbolism, communication, and admin-

istration. Within society, however, the language perceived to be the language

of socioeconomic mobility may or may not coincide with the state language.

In other words, the social status of languages may differ from their political

status. Language laws, or the assignation of political status to languages, are

passed, as a rule, with the intention of creating incentives for citizens to learn

and speak the state language, to bring about conditions under which the state

language is seen as indispensable to function in society and to make a career.

In other words, legalizing the status of a language is aimed at altering the social

status of languages by making a language previously seen as socially “useless”

into a language of upward mobility.

This attempt at social engineering is exceedingly difficult to accomplish and

inherently conflictual. A cardinal principle in the social status of languages

is their asymmetry. On a given territory—a state, a region, a city—whenever

two languages compete for space in public domains (defined here primarily

as government institutions, but which can extend to some areas of the private

sector, such as the language used at work and the language in public signs and

advertisement), one language will inevitably be perceived as more socially

prestigious, and therefore more “useful,” than the other. The social status of

languages may vary territorially within a state, as they do in Ukraine, but the

point here is how these language dynamics operate within a bounded unit.

As a consequence of this asymmetry, the speakers of the socially dominant

language will tend to be less fluent in the other language, while the speakers

of the low status language will tend to be more bilingual.

The asymmetry in social status is at the source of a persistent misunder-

standing between actors during a language contestation. Speakers of the

socially dominant language tend to understand official bilingualism—making

two languages as state languages—as the exercise of the free choice of the

language used by speakers of each linguistic community. Yet free choice can

only work when both linguistic communities understand each other—in other

words, when everyone is functionally bilingual—and this cannot happen with-

out creating incentives for speakers of the high status language to learn the low
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status one. If high status language speakers remain unilingual, then low status

language speakers will have to switch to the high status language in order to be

understood and bilingualism will in fact translate into unilingualism.

This is why the political equilibrium in language contestation has been the

establishment of a single state language when the socially low status language

becomes the politically high status one.Thus, in order to obtain bilingualism

on the ground (make speakers of a socially high status language able to com-

municate in the low status language), one needs unilingualism at the top (when

speakers of the high status language are forced to use the low status language

in their official capacity).This dynamics of language politics is conflictual both

on pragmatic grounds (when the acquisition of a language is seen as a career

impediment) and normative principles (when the active use of a language is

seen as unnatural or uncomfortable).

The social status of languages is territorially contingent. French was low

status in postwar Quebec, but high status in postwar Belgium, since the eco-

nomically well-off class was speaking English inQuebec and French in Belgium.

State language policies and the rise of a Dutch Belgian and Quebec French

middle class have narrowed the status gap, even though the regional cultural

pull of French (in Belgium) and English (in Quebec) is a constant factor. In

Ukraine, Russian has been the language of urbanity, commerce, and govern-

ment since the advent of modernity, while Ukrainian was associated with the

countryside. Except for a brief interlude in the 1920s, Moscow-driven state

policy has prevented a reversal of the trend. Since independence, language

policy is now decided in Kyiv andmarks the first timewhen a sustained effort to

raise the status of Ukrainian has been undertaken. After the setback of the 2012

law and the use of language to legitimize violence and military intervention, a

political compromise over language policy is back on the agenda.

The Social Landscape of Languages in Ukraine

Prior toWorldWar II, the territory that is nowUkraine had several languages

competing for public space. In Soviet Ukraine (eastern, southern, and cen-

tral—roughly three-fourths of the current territory), Ukrainian was nearly

hegemonic in the countryside, Russian predominated in large cities, and Yid-

dish was spoken by pluralities or majorities in numerous small central towns.

A thick network of German-speaking agricultural colonies could also be found

in the south. In the western regions of Galicia and Volhynia (under Polish

rule until 1939), Polish was the language of cities, with Ukrainian and Yiddish

as widespread as in central Ukraine. In two more western regions, Bukovina

and Zakarpattia, then belonging to other states, Romanian and Hungarian

were also dominant. Taken together, seven languages—Ukrainian, Russian,
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Polish, Yiddish, German, Hungarian, and Romanian—were significant enough

to matter socially.

The devastation ofWorldWar II eliminated three of them: through depor-

tations and massacres, the overwhelming majority of Polish speakers were

removed from Ukraine; the Holocaust effectively annihilated Yiddish civi-

lization in central and western Ukraine; and German speakers were either

evacuated (westward by German occupiers) or deported (eastward by the

Soviet regime). Of the remaining fourmain languages, two of them (Romanian

and Hungarian), spoken in provinces annexed by the Soviet Union during

the war, were by then confined to small towns and villages in border areas,

without a significant presence in large cities. In practice, thus, Ukraine became

a territory where only two languages could compete for public space: Ukrainian

and Russian.

Census figures present Ukraine as an overwhelmingly biethnic state. In the

most recent census (2001), nearly 95 percent of inhabitants declared themselves

either of Ukrainian (77.5 percent) or Russian (17.2 percent) “nationality” (eth-

nicity).The only three other ethnically concentrated groups formed a combined

1.7 percent of the population (0.8 percent Romanian/Moldovan, 0.5 percent

Crimean Tatar, 0.4 percent Hungarian. Census data on languages, however,

do not match ethnic data, since 14.8 percent of those declaring a Ukrainian

ethnic nationality claim Russian as a “language of origin.” With nearly half of

those identifying with another nationality also claiming Russian as a language

of origin, the proportion of “native” speakers of Russian rises to 30 percent

of the population, or 75 percent more than the number of ethnic Russians.

Roughly speaking, thus, two-thirds of the population is Ukrainian-speaking

and one-third Russian-speaking (with very small concentrations of Romanian/

Moldovan andHungarian speakers at the periphery), according to census data

on language.

As suggested earlier in the section on the fluidity of language practices,

the concept of “speaking,” however, is deceptive. When people are asked in

surveys to identify the language they prefer to speak in the intimacy of their

home, almost half select Ukrainian and almost half, Russian (once the few

percents speaking a third language are excluded). This means that between

one-fourth and one-third of individuals (depending on whether the option

“both” is offered) who claim a Ukrainian nationality on the census actually

prefer to speak Russian privately.The great majority of these Ukrainian ethnic/

Russian native language speakers, called “Russified Ukrainians” in the nation-

alist narrative, live in eastern Ukraine.

The state, however, does not collect official language data along the criterion

of preference and is unlikely to alter the category of “language of origin” in

the near future. This is because “language of origin” has long been under-

stood, since the late nineteenth century and in all Soviet censuses, as a proxy
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for (ethnic) nationality and nationality has become the principle legitimizing

statehood. In that regard, the state is less interested in collecting evidence on

language patterns than in statistically projecting a normative claim to state-

hood, “language of origin” being seen as the key marker of the state-building

nation.The notion that language, like nationality, should denote origins, rather

than observable behavior, has remainedwidespread, not just amongUkrainians

who prefer to speak Ukrainian, beginning with the Ukrainian cultural elite, but

also for many Ukrainians who prefer to speak Russian and yet identify with

Ukrainian as their “language of origin.”

The controversy over the 2012 language law had initially led to demands,

among those supporting making Russian a quasi-state language (a “regional”

language), to have future censuses collect data on language use, in order to

provide the Russian “language group” with a greater weight vis-à-vis the

Ukrainian language group and thereby give greater legitimacy to the claim

that both languages should have equal status. The main objection to this

demand was that the language that people use (the general criteria offered

did not distinguish private and public use) is less a matter of choice than of

social, economic, or political conditions and that language policy must seek

to alter these conditions in order to provide individuals with real choices to

exercise their language preferences. For instance, if the state does not provide

guidelines regarding linguistic etiquette in a citizen-civil servant interaction,

and the civil servant is normatively uninclined to reply in Ukrainian when

addressed in that language, then it could be said that political conditions are

preventing a citizen from “using” his preferred language in public.

The Demographic Weight of Languages

Anxiety over the demographic decline of a language group—the “fear of

extinction”—is generally constitutive of narratives of language conflict, but

statistical evidence is rarely conclusive politically. In Ukraine, the census data

routinely used to illustrate assimilation—the steady increase in the proportion

of ethnic Ukrainians claiming Russian as a language of origin—is misleading.

While we still lack a systematic study on the matter, a plausible hypothesis is

that most of these “Russified Ukrainians” are, to varying degrees, of mixed

(Ukrainian-Russian) lineage. That is to say, at least one ethnic Russian can be

found among their parents or grandparents.The average “Russified” Ukrainian

may turn out to be a Russophone Russian-Ukrainian.

The significant decrease in the number of ethnic Russians in the 2001 census

(a threemillion drop, from 22 percent to 17 percent) provided indirect evidence

to that effect.The decrease was partly attributable to outmigration (mainly to

Russia), but also, most likely to a significant extent, to ethnic reidentification
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fromRussian to Ukrainian, which itself may have been significantly intergen-

erational; that is, children of ethnically mixed households whomay have been

likely to identify as Russian in the 1989 census were more likely to identify as

Ukrainian in 2001.The increase in the proportion of ethnic Ukrainians claim-

ing Russian as a language of origin between 1989 and 2001 (from 11.7 to 14.1

percent), instead of denoting greater linguistic assimilation, may be explained

by the greater propensity of individuals of Russian language of origin to identify

as Ukrainian under conditions of Ukrainian state independence. Identifying

with the statemay bring ethnically mixed people closer to a Ukrainian identity.

The apparent linguistic Russification may thus mask ethnic Ukrainization (of

Russian speakers).

Survey data on language of preference conducted over the last twenty

years do not in fact indicate a trend towards linguistic Russification, since

the proportion of the Ukrainian and Russian language groups have remained

in fact relatively stable over time. However, the one area where there has

been significant movement in the public use of Ukrainian has been the school

system. In the late 1980s, when the language question became politically salient

as a result of glasnost, it was revealed that the proportion of pupils attending

Ukrainian-language elementary and high schools had reached its lowest point

since the creation of the Soviet Union—close to 50 percent.With the exception

of western Ukraine, the vast majority of these schools were located in small

towns and villages and the schools in large cities, including the capital Kyiv,

were almost entirely Russian.

Russian had become the language of modernity and Ukrainian, in the

popular imagination, a language without a future. Nearly a quarter-century

later, in 2013, the proportion of pupils enrolled in Ukrainian-language schools

surged to 82 percent, a proportion higher than the demographic weight

of Ukrainians (78 percent in the 2001 census) and much higher than those

claiming Ukrainian as a language of origin (67 percent in the 2001 census),

let alone using Ukrainian as their language of preference (around 50 percent

in surveys). Even in overwhelmingly Russian-speaking eastern Ukraine, in

terms of the de facto public language of interaction, most pupils are enrolled

in Ukrainian schools, with the exception, once again, of Crimea and the urban

areas of Donbas.

This remarkable transformation of the school language cartography comes

with two important caveats.The first is the reliability of the data: to what extent

does a school with Ukrainian as the primary language of instruction (Russian

is offered as a second language, although not everywhere) actually function

in Ukrainian? Media reports suggest that some subjects are still taught in

Russian, and one suspects that this might be prevalent in eastern Ukraine. In

a post-Soviet systemwhere informal practices resist top-down instructions, the

reliance on Russian by school administrators and in extracurricular activities
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is most likely still strong. Outside of western and central Ukraine, the prolif-

erating Ukrainian-language schools may actually be far more linguistically

hybrid—which is nonetheless a change to account for.The second caveat is that

by all indications, an entire generation that went through the Ukrainian school

system has not noticeably altered its language practices at the informal level.

Russian-speaking children (language of preference) who go through eleven

years of Ukrainian-language education still speak Russian among themselves,

because Russian remains the language used outside of the classroom. At

this most fundamental level, the social status of Russian, as the language of

“normal” interactions with one’s friends (as the youth would say, as the “cool”

language) has remained intact. And yet, in massively sending their children

to Ukrainian schools, even the hybrid ones in eastern Ukraine, urban parents

implicitly recognize that the acquisition of Ukrainian is necessary for social

advancement, which points to an increase in the social status of Ukrainian, at

least as the formal language of interaction.

The Recurring Cycle of Language Politics

It is this determination to make Ukrainian a socially useful language—in the

Ukrainian/Russian idiom, to make it acquire long-term prospect (perspek-

tivnyi, Ukrainian having become bezperspektivnyi in the Soviet era)—that

inspired the passing of a language law in the autumn of 1989, when Ukraine

was still part of the Soviet Union. The law proclaimed Ukrainian as the state

language (derzhavna mova), while remaining vague on the status of Russian.

For Ukrainian-language activists, the symbolism of making Ukrainian a state

language was meant to send the message that Ukrainian would now become

necessary to make a career (there was no private sector at the time). Oppo-

nents, meanwhile, clung to the preposterous notion that the “development of

Ukrainian” would have no incidence on existing language practices, and that

Russian speakers would not have to start using Ukrainian in formal interac-

tions.

Mimicking demands formulated in other Soviet republics, they demanded,

unsuccessfully, that Russian be recognized as a “language of interethnic com-

munication” (iazyk mezhnatsional´nykh otnoshenii), a transposition of the

pan-Soviet truism that Russian was the only language common to members

of all nationalities across the Soviet Union. The point of making Ukrainian a

state language, however, was to make Ukrainian, not Russian, the language

of official interaction in Ukraine itself. Opponents succeeded in inserting a

clause about the “inalienable” right of the freedom to choose the language of

instruction of one’s children, but this was counterbalanced by another article

indicating that mandatory testing for students applying to a higher educational
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institution would now be in Ukrainian. The law contained no enforcement

mechanism, crucially regarding the fate of civil servants failing to show fluency

in Ukrainian, and set up no monitoring agency, but the testing clause in itself

was an important step towards making Ukrainian a socially useful language.

The language law had three major effects. First, Ukrainian became the lan-

guage of the highest state functions, such as in public ceremonies featuring

government officials, or in parliament, where the debates were increasingly

conducted in Ukrainian. Second, as mentioned earlier, the proportion of stu-

dents enrolled in schools withUkrainian as the primary language of instruction

rose steadily, dramatically in the case of Kyiv, and a prestigious new private

university, the Mohyla Academy, offered courses in Ukrainian (and English)

only. Third, Ukrainian became the language of written communication (dilo-

vodstvo) in state institutions. Orally, however, most civil servants continued

to use Russian. Moreover, the proliferating private media outlets (TV and

radio stations, newspapers, magazines) massively favored the use of Russian.

When Ukraine held its first post-Soviet parliamentary elections in March

1994, the language question was put on the agenda. A loose coalition of Com-

munist and independent candidates fromRussian-speaking eastern provinces,

called the “Inter-Regional Group,” demanded that Russian be recognized as

a second state language and city councils in Donetsk and elsewhere passed

resolutions to that effect.

Four months later, during the presidential election, former PrimeMinister

Leonid Kuchma, themain challenger to incumbent President Leonid Kravchuk,

co-opted these demands. In his inaugural address, following an unexpected

victory, Kuchma announced that he would initiate legislation tomake Russian

an “official” language.This created a storm among the Ukrainian cultural elite

and experts from the Academy of Sciences correctly argued that there was

no difference in world practice between a “state” language and an “official”

language. Kuchma was also determined to pass an economic reform package

and he quickly realized that he needed the support of deputies from western

Ukraine opposed to his language initiative. As a result, the promise of elevating

the official status of Russian was dropped. This created a pattern that would

be repeated over two decades: during an electoral season, similar promises

would invariably bemade by candidates and political parties vying for support

in eastern Ukraine, but the language lawwould then remain unchanged—until

the pattern was broken by the 2012 language law.

There were three attempts to reopen the language question bymeans others

than legislation. The first was the adoption of the Constitution in 1996. For

more than four years, Ukraine had been ruled by an obsolete and heavily

amended Soviet Constitution and Kuchma threatened to bypass parliament

to have a new constitution adopted by referendum if parliament was unable

to adopt one. The three political stumbling blocs all had to do with identity:
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the status of languages, state symbols, and the status of Crimea. Under the

pressure of an all-night session, a compromise was found: on the one hand,

Crimea, the only province with a majority of ethnic Russians, kept its status

as an “Autonomous Republic”; on the other, Ukrainian, in article 10, remained

the sole state language, but without granting any particular status to Russian.

Even the idea that Russian could be used in “sites of compact settlement”—the

precursor of “regional language”—was rejected. A vague formulation “guaran-

teed” the use of Russian, but without specifying what this meant in practice.

The second attempt was a legal interpretation in 2001 of the constitutional

clause on the use of languages. Asked by a group of Ukrainian nationalist

deputies to “clarify” the meaning of article 10 of the 1996 Constitution, the

Constitutional Court had nothing specific to say about the status of Russian,

except that it “can be used within the limits and order designated by the laws

of Ukraine,” a clarification not yet provided in Ukrainian law. The status of

Ukrainian, on the other hand, was seen as unambiguous by the court: the

state language “must be understood tomean that Ukrainian…is the obligatory

language of communication on all the territory of Ukraine in the exercise of

authority by the organs of state power.” In the court’s view, the “guaranteed”

right to use Russian, the key element of the 1996 compromise for Russian-lan-

guage activists, had no substantive meaning in the Constitution and was con-

tingent upon legislative initiative.

The third attempt, which culminated in the 2012 language law, was a dis-

ingenuous interpretation of the European Charter for Regional or Minority

Languages. For nearly fifty years, the protection of ethnic or language minori-

ties remained in abeyance in European institutions, following the catastrophe

of the 1930s andWorldWar II, when the “principle of nationality” was invoked

by states (Germany, the Soviet Union) and far-right movements to justify war

andmass violence.The rise of the nationality question in the collapsing Com-

munist bloc, the Yugoslav wars, and the prospects of European integration for

formerly Communist states or “republics” (nine have since joined the EU)made

ethnic and linguistic questions once again politically salient at the European

level. The Council of Europe and the OSCE began to monitor controversial

“minority” issues.

A key normative document adopted by the Council of Europe was the

European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages. The charter invoked

principles of ecology (the protection of endangered languages as cultural “cap-

ital”) and individual rights (the “inalienable” right to use regional or minority

languages in “private and public life”) to codify the use of these languages in

territories (“districts”), notably in public administration and education, “in

which the number of…users…justifies the measures.”

Linking the use of minority languages in public spheres to certain territo-

ries is a seriously contested proposition in Europe. France is philosophically
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opposed to the very notion of minority rights, to the idea that an intermediate

group—defined according to an ethnic, religious, language, social, or regional

criterion—stands between the citizen and the state. Belgium is constitutionally

divided into officially unilingual territories (Flanders and Wallonia) with the

exception of the capital, where speakers of minority languages (French in Flan-

ders, Dutch in Wallonia) have no right of public use. States seeking accession

into European institutions were thus asked to abide by principles that divide

established Western European states.

In all the states affected by the charter, the Ukrainian case is unique in that,

as shown earlier, the language of the main ethnic minority (Russian) is the

language of preference of as many people as those speaking the state language

(Ukrainian). Nevertheless, the Ukrainian parliament quietly ratified the charter

in 1999, with limited public debates, using a threshold of 20 percent to identify

the territories whereminority languages could be used (“in which the number…

justifies themeasures”). It did not seem to dawn on Ukrainian-language sup-

porters that applying the charter to Russian couldmean providing a legal status

to Russian in a huge part of the country. The ratification was later overturned

by the Constitutional Court on a technicality, arguably when the scope of the

charter became clear, and a new version was reintroduced raising the threshold

to 50 percent, in accord with the 1989 language law which limited the public

use of other languages to areas where members of a nationality constitutes

a majority (which in effect would only allow Russian to be used in Crimea).

The charter was finally ratified in 2005 under President Yushchenko, with

the 50 percent threshold andwith government officials arguing that the charter

applied only to “dying languages” and not to socially dominant languages such

as Russian. Admittedly, the European authors of the charter did not anticipate

that a language preferentially spoken by half of the population of a state could

fall under its purview. And yet their intentions went beyond the symbolic

affirmation of disappearing languages, since the fate of Hungarian minorities

in Romania and Slovakia preoccupied European organizations at the time.

The Search for a Political Consensus

Government policy after the election of Viktor Yanukovych as president in

2010 challenged for the first time the equilibrium established in 1989: one state

language, no particular status for Russian, yet maintenance of Russian as the

predominant oral languages in cities—except in select circles of high culture

and high politics, and in western Ukraine. Yanukovych, like Kuchma, hailed

from eastern Ukraine. Unlike Kuchma, however, he headed a party with near

hegemonic control in eastern Ukraine, the Party of Regions. In addition, as

a result of decisions by the Constitutional Court that were inconsistent with
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previous rulings, Yanukovych could count on a stablemajority in parliament to

support his policies, enabling him to bypass the opposition which was almost

exclusively based in central and western Ukraine. Whereas Kuchma needed

pro-Ukrainian language forces to push through his political program, Yanu-

kovych did not.

Emboldened, the Party of Regions tabled a draft law euphemistically called

“On the Principles of State Language Policy,” since the main point of the law

was to establish Russian as a “regional” language. The authors of the draft

were openly in favor of establishing Russian as a second state language, but

knew that they could not muster a constitutional majority to overturn the

relevant constitutional article. A new language law, requiring a simplemajority

and based on the already ratified European Charter for Regional or Minority

Languages, became the means to implicitly make Russian a second state lan-

guage (or almost). The law constantly referred to “regional languages,” and

rarely to Russian as such, but everyone knew that it was intended to apply to

the language dominating all regional centers outside of western Ukraine, not

languages spoken by less than 2 percent of the population, and of significance

in only one or two small border towns.

The 2012 law overturned three core principles of the 1989 law. First, by using

an ethnic threshold of 10 percent in territories as small as an urban district,

it ensured that Russian would effectively function as a “regional” language

almost everywhere in eastern Ukraine. Second, in these areas meeting the

threshold (all cities of eastern Ukraine), the law allowed the language of writ-

ten documentation both within the region and in communications between

regional and state organs, to be in Russian only (“in the state language or in the

regional language”).The 1989 law had ruled that only Ukrainian could be used

in either case (except in Crimea). Third, the law reiterated the “inalienable”

right of parents to choose the language of instruction for their children, but

added clauses granting parents, whenever in sufficient numbers, the right to

have authorities open classes in a language of instruction different from the

language of the school. Since the great majority of schools had transferred to

Ukrainian in the last twenty years, the intent was to transformmanyUkrainian

schools into partly Russian ones.

The 2012 law has been criticized for subverting the spirit of the European

Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, which was indeed not devised

for socially dominant languages such as Russian. The Council of Europe rap-

porteurs and the Venice Commission, which provides legal opinions of draft

legislations on behalf of the council, were indeed fairly critical of the draft laws

submitted for evaluation, but they did not, and could not, call into question the

legality of using the charter tomake Russian a regional language, since Russian

is the language of a demographic minority of ethnic Russians in Ukraine. The

main objection of the European monitors was that the law had the effect of
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promoting the use of the regional language (Russian) at the expense of the state

language (Ukrainian). OSCEHigh Commissionner Kurt Vollebaek touched a

raw nerve when hewrote that “there is no right of persons belonging to national

minorities never to be expected to use the State language.” The 2012 law was

indeed structured to give Russian the widest possible public space, without

creating incentives for the use of Ukrainian.

This is the law that the Ukrainian parliament repealed in February 2014, a

day after the constitutional vote to depose President Yanukovych.The repeal,

however, was by a simplemajority, with few votes from eastern UkrainianMPs

(a majority of whom had voted the day before to remove Yanukovych), and

caused such an outcry that Interim President Turchynov refused to sign it into

law a week later. The wildest interpretations were given to the repeal—that

Russian was to be banned, that the physical security of Russian speakers was

at stake—a radical discourse used to justify the annexation of Crimea and the

armed insurgency/Russian military intervention in Donbas. These assertions

were ludicrous, but the notion that a consensual language policy inUkraine was

contingent upon providing legal status to Russian was not. The problem with

the 2012 law was not that it gave “regional” status to Russian, but the fact that

it was defined in ways that contradicted the constitutional status of Ukrainian

as the “state language.” In his inaugural address on May 2014, President Petro

Poroshenko, in “guaranteeing the free use of Russian,” merely repeated article

10 of the 1996 Constitution, the same formulation that could not be clarified by

the Constitutional Court in 1999. The time is now ripe for a legal clarification

of the public use of Russian.

Towards Symmetrical Bilingualism

What are the options? In polities where two languages compete for public

space, the core principle is official territorial unilingualism. Canada is a bilin-

gual country, but French is the only official language in Quebec. The mes-

sage sent by the Quebec government was that French is necessary to make a

career in Quebec, a message understood by Anglophone parents, since the

overwhelming majority either send their children to an immersion program

within the English school system, or to French schools. Belgium is a bilingual

country, but Dutch is the only official language in Flanders and Francophones

cannot be served in French on Flemish territory. Belgian federal ministries are

divided into Dutch-speaking and French-speaking units, making Dutch the

language of mobility.

The relevant analogy to Ukraine is to have Ukrainian as the sole official

language at the center in order to make Ukrainian the language of mobility.

What French in Quebec, Dutch in Flanders, and Ukrainian in Ukraine have in
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common is that they are all competing with socially more powerful languages

in their public spaces and require state regulation to make their national lan-

guage a language of mobility. A language becomes socially useful the more it

portends success in moving up the social ladder. Keeping the college entrance

examinations in Ukrainian is axiomatic in that regard. Developing state-funded

programs supporting Ukrainian-language elite schools, book publishing, cul-

ture, and media, which is common practice in Canada and Europe, are also

steps to increase the social prestige of Ukrainian. A policy that allows the

parallel use of Russian as a substitute for Ukrainian at all levels of public life, as

was the case in the 2012 law, has the effect of making Russian, not Ukrainian,

the language of mobility.

The real bone of contention is in clarifying the parameters of Russian lan-

guage public use in eastern Ukraine. It has become fairly clear by now that

Russian speakers in the east will not “de-Russify,” in the sense of transferring to

Ukrainian as their language of preference. As pointed out earlier, surveys in the

past twenty years have shown that the overall proportion of Russian speakers

and Ukrainian speakers has remained fairly constant. Moreover, we now know

that in the dramatic conditions of political violence, the Russian language has

been decoupled from state loyalty. To be sure, pro-Russia demonstrators and

insurgents use the language question as one of their grievances, but the people

they are fighting, whether in Odesa, Kharkiv, or even Donbas, are also Russian

speakers, who are risking their security to defend the state.The upshot is that

the vast predominance of Russian speakers—individuals who prefer to use

Russian in public spaces—is a deep-rooted demographic fact in urban areas of

the east and south that is fundamentally part of Ukrainian identity and of an

identification with the Ukrainian state, rather than a subversion of it.

Using Russian in public spaces means the ability to work in Russian and to

interact in Russian with representatives of state power. This has always been

the practice in the east, of course, but the absence of status and regulations

for Russian meant that the possibility, in people’s perceptions, that one day

bureaucrats from Kyiv would come down and demand a switch to Ukrainian,

was also present—however impractical, if not absurd, such a policy would be,

since regional administrations lack a critical mass of Ukrainian speakers. To

achieve a political equilibrium over languages, Kyiv will have to concede that

the intra-regional language ofmobility within the east and south is Russian, that

is to say, that Ukrainian is not required, unless one has to communicate with the

center, or wish tomake a career in Kyiv.This would give tangiblemeaning to the

status of “regional” language. The model would thus be unilingual Ukrainian

at the center, unilingual Russian in the east, unilingual Ukrainian in the west.

From a normative perspective, the greatest challenge is the fate of linguistic

minorities in the regions, namely Ukrainian speakers in the east and Russian

speakers in the west. Inasmuch as the state seeks to make Ukrainian the lan-
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guage ofmobility towards the center, the development of a Ukrainian-language

school system in the east is a prerequisite and, due to the social predominance

of Russian, state incentives to enroll in Russian classes are counterproductive.

The real issue is the ability to be served in Ukrainian by civil servants, a rare

practice in the east. A valid claim is that the people who really need language

protection in the east are the Ukrainian speakers, since they have little oppor-

tunity to use their language in formal interactions.

Yet requiring civil servants to abide by the linguistic choice of their custom-

ers amounts to making Ukrainian a language of mobility within the region,

and this is exactly the result Russian speakers reject. The likelihood that such

a policy could be enforced is, in any case, remote in the context of low legal

culture inUkraine, andwith a political culture inimical to themirror delivery of

Russian-language services in western Ukraine.The stepping stone of a political

consensus over language is the recognition that regional administrations in

the east operate in Russian (but not when they communicate with the center).

To be sure, any law that appears to gives legal standing to the predominant,

often exclusive use, of Russian in urban institutions will be decried by language

activists and Ukrainian nationalists who see Russian as a threat to Ukrainian

identity and the Ukrainian state.

The argument, to be tested in the evolving Ukrainian political dynamics,

is that the war with Russia has put to rest the notion that a Russian-speaking

east and south is a problem for the unity and robustness of the Ukrainian

state. Electoral imperatives have long eluded a compromise over language:

Kuchma needed western Ukrainian support more than keeping his promises

to an eastern electorate, Yushchenko governed without the support of eastern

Ukrainians, and Yanukovych governedwithout the support of westernUkraini-

ans. A post-Maidan Ukrainian government could have the votes to pass a new

language law without the support of eastern Ukrainians, but this would run

counter to the lessening of regional cleavages observed since the fall of Yanu-

kovych and the war in Donbas. In the 2014 parliamentary elections, for the first

time in post-Soviet Ukraine, a single party—that of President Poroshenko—was

able to obtain pluralities ormajorities in all regions of Ukraine, doing away with

electoral regional polarization. The stakes were unique—Ukraine’s territorial

integrity—and are unlikely to last, but could change the electoral calculus

towards seeking compromises with the eastern Ukrainian electorate in order

to keep a pan-regional support.

A compromise over language is to unambiguously make Russian a language

ofmobility in easternUkraine andmakeUkrainian a language ofmobility at the

center.This will clarify that Russian speakers have to use Ukrainian to make a

career at the national level, but that they will not be disadvantaged in their own

town or region by having to use Ukrainian at work. Informal language practices

have already been pointing in that direction for years, but Donbas officials, who
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captured national politics under Yanukovych, were opposed.The compromise

would give substance to the status of “regional language”: not Russian at the

expense of Ukrainian, but Russian at one level, and Ukrainian at another.
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